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To decide effectively, information must not only be integrated from multiple sources, but it must be distributed across the brain if it is to
influence structures such as motor cortex that execute choices. Human participants integrated information from multiple, but only
partially informative, cues in a probabilistic reasoning task in an optimal manner. We tested whether lateralization of alpha- and
beta-band oscillatory brain activity over sensorimotor cortex reflected decision variables such as the sum of the evidence provided by
observed cues, a key quantity for decision making, and whether this could be dissociated from an update signal reflecting processing of
the most recent cue stimulus. Alpha- and beta-band activity in the electroencephalogram reflected the logarithm of the likelihood ratio
associated with the each piece of information witnessed, and the same quantity associated with the previous cues. Only the beta-band,
however, reflected the most recent cue in a manner that suggested it reflected updating processes associated with cue processing. In a
second experiment, transcranial magnetic stimulation-induced disruption was used to demonstrate that the intraparietal sulcus played
a causal role both in decision making and in the appearance of sensorimotor beta-band activity.

Introduction
To choose effectively, information must be integrated across time
and from diverse sources and distributed across the brain if it is to
influence structures such as motor cortex that execute choices.
While the intraparietal sulcus is implicated in decision integra-
tion processes (Gold and Shadlen, 2007; Hunt et al., 2012), later-
alization of sensorimotor oscillatory activity in the alpha band
(8 –14Hz) and beta band (15–25 Hz) may continuously reflect
action plans as a consequence of decision integration (Donner et
al., 2009; Siegel et al., 2011). Alpha-band modulation has fre-
quently been related to attention and to movement preparation
(Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 1999; Worden et al., 2000; Foxe
and Snyder, 2011); however, the cognitive correlates of beta-band
activity have been less clear. Beta-band activity is prominent in
the human sensorimotor cortex and has been suggested to reflect
maintenance of the current behavioral status quo versus the ini-
tiation of action (Baker, 2007; Engel and Fries, 2010; Wang,
2010). Other accounts, however, emphasize a possible role of
beta in mediating interregional connectivity within the brain

(Buschman and Miller, 2007; Wang, 2010; Donner and Siegel,
2011; Dean et al., 2012).

We developed a version of the weather prediction task (Yang
and Shadlen, 2007) in which humans participants observed a
series of visual cues that had probabilistic associations with two
mutually exclusive responses. A key quantity to compute during
decision making is the log-likelihood ratio (logLR), the logarithm
of the ratio between the probabilities associated with the cue and
each of the responses being correct. Information from several
cues can be combined by summing the logLRs associated with the
cues observed on each trial.

The behavioral task made it possible to track the dynamic
impact of information on alpha- and beta-band electroencepha-
lographic activity. We tested for changes in oscillatory lateraliza-
tion proportional to logLRs as evidence accrues, even before it is
time to execute a response. We focused especially on the possi-
bility that oscillatory activity may encode the sum of logLRs as-
sociated with observed cues, and whether this may be dissociated
from a transient logLR update signal occurring as each new piece
of information is witnessed. It would be particularly striking if a
logLR update signal could be seen in sensorimotor activity even
after accounting for the effect of the sum of logLRs; a logLR
update signal has no impact on action over and above the inte-
grated evidence from all cues and so would demonstrate that
oscillatory activity does not just reflect motor preparation/inhi-
bition but the receipt of information about cues from other brain
areas.

In a second experiment we investigated relationships between
the intraparietal sulcus, behavior, and oscillatory activity during
decision making by testing (1) whether transcranial magnetic
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stimulation (TMS)-induced intraparietal
disruption affected decision making and
(2) whether TMS exerted correlated ef-
fects on behavior and oscillatory activity.
Because our subjects responded by mak-
ing hand movements, we applied TMS
over a medial intraparietal region with a
similar estimated connectivity profile and
function to an intraparietal region in the
macaque medial intraparietal area (MIP),
associated with hand movements (Mars et
al., 2011).

Materials and Methods
Participants
Twenty-four (13 female; age, 19 –34 years) and
12 (7 female; age, 20 –35 years) right-handed
volunteers participated in Experiments 1 [elec-
troencephalogram (EEG) only] and 2 (com-
bined EEG and TMS), respectively, after giving
informed written consent. Participants re-
ported normal or corrected-to-normal vision
and no history of neurological disorders. Both
experiments were conducted in accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Probabilistic categorization task
The behavioral task that we used is an adapta-
tion of the sequential version of the weather
prediction (Knowlton et al., 1996; Yang and
Shadlen, 2007). On each trial, participants at-
tempted to determine whether the correct re-
sponse required at the end of the trial was to be
made with the left or right hand by integrating
the evidence provided by up to four sequen-
tially presented cue shapes (Fig. 1 A, B). After
making a unimanual left- or right-handed re-
sponse, they received positive or negative feed-
back depending on whether their guess was
correct.

Before each trial, the required response was
randomly set to be “left” or “right.” Up to four
cue shapes {s1, s2, s3, s4} were then selected from
a set of eight shapes {S1, S2, . . ., S8}. On average,
all shapes were equiprobable [P(si � Sx) � 1/8
for all x]. However, on each trial, the probabil-
ities of observing specific cue shapes were bi-
ased depending on the program-selected
response. Each shape was associated with a
fixed weight from the set of weights w � {�0.9,
�0.7, �0.5, �0.3, �0.3, �0.5, �0.7, �0.9}.
Relationships between shape weights and re-
sponse probabilities were defined such that
shape weights were equal to the change in log
odds that observing a shape provided in favor
of a left- or right-handed response, and posi-
tive weights were associated with right responses (Fig. 1 B, D):

wi � logN

P�R�si�

P�L�si�
, (1)

P�si�R� �
1

P�R�
�

1

N
�

Nwi

�1 � Nwi�
, (2)

P�si�L� �
1

P�R�
�

1

N
� P�si�R�, (3)

where P(si�L) and P(si�R) are the probabilities of observing cue shape si

given a left ( L) or right ( R) program-selected response. N is the total

number of cue shapes (N � 8 during the main experiment). P( L) and
P( R) are the probabilities of the computer selecting a left or right re-
sponse [P( L) � P( R) � 0.5]. Note that Equations 2 and 3 can be derived
using Equation 1 and Bayes’ theorem under these assumptions. Cue
shapes were sampled independently and with replacement, and the map-
ping between shapes and weights was randomized across participants.

After observation of a sequence of n shapes, the overall evidence accu-
mulated in favor of a left versus right response is the posterior log odds—
the logarithm of the ratio of the probabilities of the program-selected
response being left versus right given the observed shapes. The posterior
log odds is equal to the sum of the weights associated with the observed
shapes. Because left and right responses were equiprobable, the posterior

Figure 1. Experimental task and behavior. A, A typical trial, with four cues providing evidence about the response. B, The set of
cue shapes and their mappings onto WOEs for one participant. C, A schematic of integrated WOE fluctuations over an example trial.
At the end of the trial, the evidence favors a “right” response. D, The relationship between cue WOEs and the probabilities of
observing each cue given a left or right world state, and on average. E, All possible evidence states at each stage in the task (red
dots) and all possible trajectories that can lead to each state (black lines). F, Participants’ responses accurately reflected the
integrated WOE after the fourth cue shape. The dashed line describes a probability-matching response pattern. G, Participants’
subjective WOEs strongly correlate with the objective cue WOEs.
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log odds is also equal to the log-likelihood ratio (the logarithm of the
ratio of the probabilities of observing the presented cue shapes under the
assumption of a left versus right world state); that is,

WOE � logN

P�s1, . . . , sn�R�

P�s1, . . . , sn�L�
� logN

P�R�s1, . . . , sn�

P�L�s1, . . . , sn�
� �

i�1

n

wi. (4)

For convenience, we refer to all three of the quantities in Equation 4 using
the term “weight of evidence” (WOE). The “integrated WOE” (or “pos-
terior WOE”) describes the WOE at the end of an epoch or trial, the
“prior WOE” is the accumulated WOE at the start of an epoch and is zero
when the first shape appears, and the “update WOE” is the weight of a cue
shape presented in a particular epoch of a trial and is equal to the update
value that should be added to the prior WOE upon observation of the
shape.

Experiment 1: EEG
Procedure. Stimuli were presented at 60 Hz on a CRT monitor (viewing
distance, 100 cm), with stimulus presentation and response acquisition
controlled using Presentation 13.0 (Neurobehavioral Systems). An ex-
ample trial is shown in Figure 1 A. Each trial commenced with a central
fixation cross (1000 ms). One or more cue shapes were then presented
sequentially, each for 350 ms followed by a 1000 ms delay period in which
only the fixation cross was visible. On most trials (70%), four cues were
presented. To ensure response preparation, we also included shorter
trials in which only one, two, or three (10% of trials each) cues were
presented. The fixation cross turning white acted as a go signal, indicat-
ing that participants should respond with a left- or right-hand index
finger button press. Participants received feedback (a colored 2.5 o disc)
indicating whether they had correctly (green) or incorrectly (red)
guessed the response. If participants exceeded the maximum response
time (1500 ms) or responded before onset of the go signal, the feedback
indicated the trial was a miss (yellow).

Participants were instructed to emphasize accuracy but to respond in a
timely fashion. Participants completed 40 practice trials with all eight
cues, and then 400 trials during which EEG was recorded. Rest breaks
were provided every 40 trials. Participants were asked to maintain central
fixation and not to blink during trials.

Training session. Participants completed a 1.5 h behavioral training
session �1 week before the Experiment 1 EEG session. They were told
that the order of cue presentation did not affect the evidence shapes
provided and were shown a ranking of the shapes reflecting how predic-
tive they were and whether they provided evidence for a left or right
response. They were informed that they would never be told the exact
weights of shapes or how to combine information from multiple shapes,
and that their main aims in the training session were to learn these using
trial and error.

Participants first completed practice trials with the most predictive
pair of shapes (w � �0.9), then with the next most predictive pair (w �
�0.7), and then with both pairs of shapes together (w � �0.7, �0.9).
This procedure was then repeated with the less predictive four shapes
(w � �0.3, �0.5). Practice continued until participants reported feeling
comfortable using the shapes in each block, typically 10 –20 trials with
shape pairs and 20 – 40 trials with sets of four shapes. Participants then
completed 40 practice trials with six shapes (excluding only the most
predictive pair of shapes) and a 40-trial practice block with all eight cue
shapes. To ensure the evidence provided by shapes was constant
throughout the training, the cue set size N was varied appropriately in
Equations 2 and 3.

After a short break, participants completed the second part of the
training session: 240 trials with all eight cue shapes, with rest breaks every
40 trials.

Behavioral data analysis. We estimated the impact of each cue shape on
participants’ choices from four-cue trials using logistic regression, as in
previous studies (Yang and Shadlen, 2007; Philiastides et al., 2010):

P�R� �
8K

1 � 8K
, (5)

where

K � �0 � �
i�1

8

wi
�Ni, (6)

where P( R) indicates the response made on each trial, Ni is the number of
times shape si was observed on trial i, and wi

� is the fitted subjective weight
of evidence (SWOE) for shape si. Pearson correlation coefficients char-
acterized the relationship between each participant’s SWOEs and the
true shape WOEs. The estimated SWOEs for several observers were very
large due to their high performance (note that the SWOEs for an ideal
observer are proportional to the true shape WOEs but infinite). We
therefore normalized the set of wi

� values within subjects for display
purposes.

EEG recording, preprocessing, and spectral analysis. EEG was recorded
continuously (1000 Hz sampling rate; left mastoid reference; NuAmps
digital amplifiers; Neuroscan) from 40 scalp sites using Ag/AgCl elec-
trodes mounted on an elastic cap (Easy Caps) according to the 10 –20
international system. The montage included seven midline sites (OZ,
POZ, PZ, CPZ, CZ, FCZ, and FZ), 14 sites over each hemisphere (O1/O2,
PO3/PO4, PO7/PO8, P1/P2, P3/P4, CP1/CP2, CP3/CP4, C1/C2, C3/C4,
FC1/FC2, FC3/FC4, F1/F2, F3/F4, and FP1/FP2), left and right mastoids,
horizontal EOG (HEOG) and vertical EOG (VEOG) electrodes to mon-
itor the EOG bipolarly, and an additional electrode (AFZ) used as a
ground. Vertical EOG was calculated as the bipolar derivation between
FP2 and the lower VEOG electrode. Recordings were rereferenced offline
to the average EEG. Due to the low numbers of shorter trials, EEG data
were only analyzed for trials in which four cue shapes were presented. For
these trials, continuous epochs from 1000 ms before onset of the first cue
shape to the end of the response period were analyzed except on miss
trials, when the EEG showed recording artifacts, or if saccades or blinks
occurred in the EOG. This resulted in inclusion of 222 trials per subject
on average (79% of all four-cue trials; � � 9.9%).

Power spectra were computed for single-trial data using the multitaper
method (Mitra and Pesaran, 1999) with a single Hanning taper (2–35 Hz;
0.5 Hz steps; 600 ms temporal smoothing window; 50 ms window steps)
using Fieldtrip (Oostenveld et al., 2011). This relatively long temporal
smoothing window allowed us to discriminate between spectral activity
in the alpha- and beta-band frequencies. Shorter temporal smoothing
windows yielded qualitatively similar results, but reduced the frequency
resolution such that clear distinction between the alpha and beta bands
was not possible. Raw power data were log10 transformed and multiplied
by 10, yielding approximately normally distributed data suitable for stan-
dard parametric statistical tests (Kiebel et al., 2005). To obtain spectral
representations of phase-locked responses on the task, we also performed
spectral analysis on the average waveform for each participant. Averaged
overall and phase-locked data for each participant were baseline cor-
rected using the 500 ms before onset of the first cue shape. A Student’s t
test was subsequently performed on all sensor–time–frequency bins.

Statistical analysis of spectral data. Single-trial spectral data were mod-
eled using several general linear regression models (GLMs). Single-trial
data were either raw data from individual sensors, an average over several
sensors, or a lateralization index (LI), calculated as the right-hemisphere
minus left-hemisphere difference for left/right symmetric electrode pairs
or regions of interest (ROIs). Each regression model was fit indepen-
dently for each subject and at every sensor–frequency–time bin. Signifi-
cant effects were then identified using a permutation-based clustering
procedure ( p � 0.01 cluster threshold, two-tailed; 2000 permutations)
(Maris and Oostenveld, 2007). All p values were Bonferroni corrected
when analyzing multiple sensors. To investigate the temporal evolution
of effects within frequency bands of interest, we averaged over these
frequencies and then calculated cluster statistics using adjacent time bins
rather than time–frequency bins.

To test whether oscillatory signals reflected the integrated WOE, we fit
the following regression model:

y � �0 � �1WOEi, i � 1,2,3, or 4, (7)
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where y is single-trial spectral power at a sensor–frequency–time bin for
a single participant, and WOEi is the integrated WOEs after the ith cue on
each trial.

To dissociate the contributions of the prior WOE and update WOE to
spectral data, we fit the following model to spectral data across all four
epochs:

yi � �0 � �1WOEi�1 � �2Qi � �3i, i � 1,2,3,4, (8)

where yi is the spectral power from a sensor–frequency bin at a time point
relative to onset of the ith cue, Qi is the update WOE provided by the ith
cue, and WOEi�1 is the prior WOE at the time the ith cue is presented.
The coefficient �3 was included to ensure any nonspecific effects of time
in the task were modeled.

By using the model summarized in Equation 8, we sought to identify
whether any aspect of oscillatory activity might be associated not just
with the evidence for a particular response but with the dynamic updat-
ing of that evidence by the update cue. Whether this is the case is an
important question because the update cue, in isolation, does not deter-
mine the choice that is prepared, and indeed it might even provide evi-
dence that runs counter to the prior evidence and the action that was
being prepared.

It might, however, be argued that an even more stringent test of
whether the update cue has an impact on oscillatory activity is to assess
whether it has an independent effect over and above that exerted by the
posterior evidence after integration of both the prior evidence and the
update cue evidence. To investigate whether the update WOE contrib-
uted to spectral responses over and above representation of the inte-
grated WOE (or posterior WOE), we fit an additional model to spectral
data across all four epochs:

yi � �0 � �1WOEi � �2Qi � �3i, i � 1,2,3,4, (9)

where WOEi is the integrated WOE after observation of the ith cue is
presented, and all other terms are as in Equation 8.

Control analyses investigated whether 8 –14 and 15–25 Hz spectral
activity varied parametrically with the WOE or could be explained by
planning of the categorical (left or right) motor response made at the end
of the trial. In other words, this analysis assessed whether the evidence for
a response had an impact on oscillatory activity that was over and above
the impact that preparation of one response or the other had on oscilla-
tory activity. To maximize sensitivity for this analysis, for each frequency
band and for each trial, we averaged 1000 ms of power data, starting 500
ms after each cue was presented. Within this time window, oscillatory
activity reflected the most recently presented cue, but not the subse-
quently presented cue. We fit regression models separately to the data for
each frequency band and each of the four epochs:

y � �0 � �1WOEi � �2R, i � 1,2, 3 or 4, (10)

where R is the response made at the end of the trial. We then performed
a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA to investigate whether the fitted
coefficients for �1 and �2 varied with the cue period i. The ANOVA
model included a dummy variable to allow us to test whether �1 and �2

differed significantly from zero.
A second control model investigated whether oscillatory power re-

flected planning of a categorical response which flipped in direction over
the course of trials due to fluctuations in the evidence presented to par-
ticipants. In other words, this analysis was similar to the previous one,
but it was more refined in an important sense. Now rather than assessing
whether evidence had an impact on oscillatory activity over and above
the identity of the response ultimately prepared, it assessed whether evi-
dence had an impact on oscillatory activity over and above the impact of
the identity of the response favored by the evidence at any point in time.
For example, on a given trial it might be the case evidence favored a right
response after the first cue, a left response after the second and third cues,
and a right response after the fourth and final cues. The model summa-
rized in Equation 11 allowed us to test whether oscillatory activity was
tracking the evolving evidence rather than the flipping favored response
identity as each cue was presented. Now R is replaced by the term Si,

which reflects the sign of the integrated WOE after presentation of the ith
shape:

y � �0 � �1WOEi � �2Si, i � 1,2,3,4. (11)

An additional control analysis ensured results were not affected by non-
specific factors associated with task difficulty or cue-related surprise. We
extended the model in Equation 8 to include terms describing the abso-
lute values of the prior WOE and the cue-related surprise:

yi � �0 � �1WOEi�1 � �2Qi � �3i � �4�WOEi�1� � �5Zi,

i � 1,2,3,4, (12)

Zi � log�P�sj�L�P�L�i � P�sj�R�P�R�i�, (13)

where �WOEi�1� denotes the absolute value of the prior WOE, and sj is
the cue shape presented in the ith epoch. P(sj�L) and P(sj�R) are the
conditional probabilities of observing shape sj in the ith epoch under the
assumption of a left and right programmed responses, respectively. P( L)i

and P( R)i are the prior probabilities of left or right responses given the
WOE provided by all previously presented shapes on the trial. Zi is there-
fore the overall log probability of observing the cue stimulus under the
prior WOE and is more negative when the presented cue is surprising
given P( L)i and P( R)i. Note also that this term corresponds to log of the
denominator in Bayes’ rule when calculating the posterior probability of
each response state given the observation of a cue:

P*�L�si� �
P�sj�L� P�L� i

P�sj�L� P�L� i � P�sj�R� P�R� i

. (14)

Experiment 2: TMS-EEG
We conducted a second experiment to examine the causal dependence of
decision making and beta-band activity on the human medial intrapari-
etal cortex. The task in Experiment 1 was modified to make it more
suitable for use with TMS. First, the evidence observed on each trial was
reduced to three shapes. Second, we removed all shorter trials on which
fewer than three cue shapes were presented, simplifying the design and
maximizing the number of trials from which usable data was obtained.
Third, five pulses of 10 Hz TMS were delivered on 50% of trials (MagStim
Rapid biphasic stimulator; 70 mm figure-of-eight coil). On TMS trials,
five pulses of 10 Hz TMS were delivered starting 50 ms after onset of the
second cue stimulus, over the time period that Experiment 1 had indi-
cated that decision variable updating occurred. TMS was delivered with
the coil positioned tangentially to the scalp and the handle oriented
toward the vertex. After completing the behavioral training session, sub-
jects performed two TMS-EEG sessions (intraparietal TMS and V5/MT
TMS, counterbalanced). In each session, participants completed 40 prac-
tice trials during which TMS was delivered on 50% of trials, and then 360
trials during which TMS was delivered on 50% of trials and the EEG
recorded. Rest breaks were provided every 40 trials.

TMS output intensity was matched across sites according to each par-
ticipant’s resting motor threshold (Stokes et al., 2005, 2007). Between
participants, TMS output intensity was varied between 90 and 100% of
distance-adjusted motor threshold (mean, 95%) to ensure stimulation
was comfortable and did not induce blinks. Mean stimulation intensity
was 63% of the maximum stimulator output. Resting motor threshold
was assessed in a separate session.

EEG recordings and analysis were as in Experiment 1 except for
changes to the electrode montage to allow placement of the TMS coil.
The montage recorded from included seven midline sites (OZ, POZ, PZ,
CPZ, CZ, FCZ, and FZ), nine sites over each hemisphere (O1/O2, PO3/
PO4, PO7/PO8, CP3/CP4, CP5/C6, C3/C4, C5/C6, FC3/FC4, and FC5/
6), left and right mastoids, HEOG and VEOG electrodes to monitor the
EOG bipolarly, and an additional electrode (AFZ) used as ground. Elec-
trode wires were arranged on the scalp to be loop free and oriented away
from the center of the TMS coil to minimize TMS-induced artifacts
(Veniero et al., 2009). On average, 162 TMS trials (SD, 15) and 163
no-TMS trials (SD, 19) were analyzed per subject after artifact rejection.
A repeated-measures ANOVA with factors TMS condition (TMS, no-
TMS) and TMS site (MIP, V5) revealed the number of rejected trials did
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not differ between sites or TMS conditions (all F values �1.3; all p
values �0.3).

TMS site localization. In separate sessions, TMS was delivered medial
to the left intraparietal sulcus to an area resembling macaque MIP or to a
left V5/MT control site, which was unlikely to be critical for any aspect of
the sensorimotor transformations needed for performance of this task.
Stimulation sites were identified in T1-weighted structural MRI scans for
each participant using MNI coordinates from previous studies of MIP
(Mars et al., 2011) and V5/MT (Kolster et al., 2010) and local neuroana-
tomical landmarks (see Fig. 9B). The medial intraparietal area we stim-
ulated has been implicated previously in visually guided limb movements
(Rushworth et al., 2001a; Grefkes et al., 2004; Hinkley et al., 2009) and
variously known as hIP3 (Scheperjans et al., 2008) and IPS4 (Swisher et
al., 2007). Patterns of correlation between the resting state signal in this
region and other brain areas resemble those between MIP and other
brain areas in macaques (Mars et al., 2011). Stimulation sites were in the
left hemisphere because of its dominant role in action selection (Rush-
worth et al., 2001b, 2003; Hesse et al., 2006; Oliveira et al., 2010; Cotti et
al., 2011). It was also important to compare the effects of intraparietal
TMS with those of TMS to a control area in the same hemisphere because
the lateralized auditory and tactile sensations induced by TMS may bias
attention or responses to one side of space. Coil placement was guided
using Brainsight frameless stereotaxy (Rogue Research).

Behavioral effects of TMS. For each TMS-EEG session, we characterized
how participants’ responses varied with the WOE at the end of each trial
using a logistic psychometric function:

P�R� �
1

1 � 8���WOE���
, (15)

where P( R) describes the proportion of right responses the participant
made at each WOE, and � and � describe the slope and threshold of

the psychometric function, respectively. Separate repeated-measures
ANOVAs compared the obtained slope and threshold parameters for
intraparietal and control sites, with factors of TMS condition (TMS,
no-TMS) and site (active, control).

EEG data analysis. We first checked that EEG data replicated the
pattern of results observed in Experiment 1 using the same GLM
approach as in Experiment 1. We then extended the GLM model in
Equation 12 to include a term reflecting the effects of TMS over and
above any variance explainable by task demands common to TMS and
no-TMS trials:

yi � �0 � �1WOEi�1 � �2Qi � �3i � �4�WOEi�1� � �5Zi � �6Ti,

i � 3, (16)

where T describes whether TMS was delivered on each trial and all other
terms are as described for Equation 12. This analysis was performed
separately for each channel–frequency–time bin of each participant’s
data from each TMS-EEG session. The model was fit to data from the
third epoch of each trial only from the earliest time at which artifact-free
EEG time–frequency data were available (800 ms after onset of the sec-
ond cue shape) to the beginning of the response period. The model was fit
on a priori grounds to time–frequency data between 3 and 27 Hz (Maris
and Oostenveld, 2007) over which task-related effects were observed in
Experiment 1. The 3 Hz lower limit ensured data were not contaminated
by low-frequency TMS artifacts associated with recharging of TMS
boosters. To investigate the behavioral and spectral consequences of
TMS, we averaged the regression coefficients describing the mean effect
of TMS over time and frequency windows of interest for each participant
in the MIP TMS-EEG session, and then subtracted the same measure
calculated for the V5 control session. This computation was performed
separately for left- and right-hemisphere ROIs. Data were then subjected

Figure 2. Overall and evoked time–frequency effects during decision making and after responses. A, B, In the overall response (A) but not the time-locked response (B), alpha (8 –14 Hz) and beta
(15–25 Hz) modulation followed presentation of cue stimuli and progressively desynchronized over the trial. Top, Average effects at individual sensors. Bottom, Effects averaged across sensors. C,
Topography of the beta rebound lateralization is evident in the average time–frequency map for the subtraction of left- and right-handed responses. The bottom panel shows the further subtraction
between the left-hemisphere ROI (C3, CP3) and right-hemisphere ROI (C4, CP4). Light vertical dashed lines, Onset times of cue stimuli; heavy dashed lines, onset of the go cue in A and B and the
response time in C.
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Figure 3. Spectral correlates of integrated decision evidence. A, Lateralization of spectral activity correlating with the integrated WOE at the end of four-cue trials evolved throughout the trial. Solid black lines
encircle significant effects. B, Regression coefficient between the integrated overall WOE in each epoch of the trial and alpha (thin red line) and beta (thin blue line) lateralization. Error bars indicate SEM. Thick
horizontal lines indicate significant effects. Dashed lines indicate onset times of cues and the go signal. C, D, Both frequency bands correlated with the WOE at consistent central and parietal scalp locations (left
5 plots in each row). As positive WOEs favored left responses, the WOE correlated positively with left-hemisphere oscillatory activity and negatively with right-hemisphere oscillatory activity. A post-response
beta-band rebound was found at the same electrode locations (bottom right). All topographies depict a birds-eye view of the scalp, with anterior locations at the top. Large black dots highlight electrodes
contributing to regions of interest.
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to a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA to investigate whether spectral
power differed in left- and/or right-hemisphere ROIs following MIP
stimulation. Factors were ROI (left hemisphere, right hemisphere) and
TMS site (MIP, V5). We also tested whether individual participants’
TMS-induced changes in EEG time–frequency data correlated with TMS-
induced changes in behavior using two-tailed Pearson correlations.

To investigate further the link between TMS-induced neural and behav-
ioral changes, we characterized how participants’ responses varied with the
phase of the beta-band oscillation after TMS. We reasoned that if beta-band
changes reflect interareal interactions, then behavioral changes due to TMS
may have been more likely when TMS caused a reset in the phase of the
ongoing beta-band oscillation (Leventhal et al., 2012). Analysis of phase-to-
response coupling was completed by regressing the behavioral responses
made by participants at the end of each trial with the sine and cosine of the 20
Hz phase data from that trial. This was performed separately for each time
point of interest and for the left- and right-hemisphere ROIs. We then cal-
culated the square root of the sum of squares of the resulting beta coefficients
to estimate the amplitude of the phase-response coupling, and the arctan-
gent of the beta coefficients to provide an estimate of the preferred phase of
the coupling. Results were pooled across the 550 ms window after the offset

of the TMS artifact but before onset of the
third cue stimulus by averaging the vectors
describing the coupling at each time point
within the window, yielding a single estimate
of coupling for each participant. To compare
between conditions, we calculated the vector
difference between each participant’s cou-
pling estimates in each condition. For each
experimental condition, we then tested the
null hypothesis that there was a uniform dis-
tribution of phase angles across the group
using the Rayleigh test (Berens, 2009). To
test the null hypothesis that there was no dif-
ference in the distribution of phase angles
between conditions, we applied the Rayleigh
test to the vector differences between each
condition.

Results
Behavioral results
Figure 1, F and G, shows that despite the
large number of possible shape combina-
tions (8 4 permutations; 330 unique per-
mutations), participants were able to
integrate the information provided by
multiple shapes and were highly sensitive
to the WOE provided by each cue. Not
only did they make left-hand responses
when the integrated WOE was negative
and right-hand responses when it was
positive, but the subjective WOEs as-
signed to cues were correlated with the
objective WOEs that had been pro-
grammed (mean r � 0.97, p � 0.001 for all
individual participants). At intermediate
integrated WOEs, participants made a
sharper transition between left and right
responses than expected by a probability
matching explanation of behavior. Sub-
jects selected 92% of responses optimally
on the most frequent trial type with four
cues. While accuracy declined signifi-
cantly on the infrequent trials with fewer
cues (F(3,69) � 5.73, p � 0 0.01; linear con-
trast, F(1,23) � 10.0, p � 0.01), it remained
high (87%) in absolute terms, even when
just one cue was presented.

EEG results
We first characterized the average time course and spectral profile
of EEG responses in our task (Fig. 2A,B). Presentation of cues
was followed by beta-band desynchronization, becoming in-
creasingly prominent toward the end of the trial. Alpha-band
activity also tended to be more desynchronized toward the end of
trials. These effects were not present in a phase-locked analysis,
suggesting they reflect induced oscillatory neural activity. In-
duced activity modulation in these frequency bands has been
reported in several previous attentional and decision-making
tasks (Donner et al., 2007, 2009; Siegel et al., 2008).

Our primary aim was to assess whether preparatory motor
activity continuously reflects the WOE in favor of one decision
(integrated WOE), both as new information is witnessed (update
WOE) and as it is integrated with prior evidence (prior WOE)
from previous cues. Because alpha- and beta-band desynchroniza-
tion occur contralateral to the prepared response, we calculated a

Figure 4. Temporal dynamics of oscillatory lateralization within epochs. A, B, Correlates of the prior WOE were sustained over
trial epochs (A), whereas correlates of cue update WOE were only observed after the cue had been processed (B). Solid black lines
encircle significant effects. C, D, Time course of average alpha and beta activity reflecting the prior WOE and update WOE. Hori-
zontal red/blue lines indicate significant effects. E, F, Topographies of the regression coefficients averaged across the entire epoch
for the prior WOE regressor and from 400 ms after cue onset until the end of the epoch for the update WOE regressor. Large black
dots highlight electrodes contributing to regions of interest.
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right-hemisphere minus left-hemisphere LI
at electrodes commonly implicated in mo-
tor execution and imagery (left ROI, C3 and
CP3; right ROI, C4 and CP4) (Pfurtscheller
et al., 1996; Wolpaw and McFarland, 2004).
We also validated these ROIs using an inde-
pendent data set. For this, we aligned raw
EEG data to participants’ responses and re-
computed the time–frequency analysis as
described above. We then identified the
peak electrodes at which differential beta
modulation was present following left- ver-
sus right-hand responses (the “beta re-
bound”). The post-response beta-band
rebound (Fig. 2C) was found at the same
electrodes, consistent with the effects being
driven by differential activity in the primary
motor and/or premotor cortex.

Consistent with our hypothesis, there
was evidence of a strong relationship be-
tween the integrated WOE after the fourth
cue and alpha- and beta-band lateraliza-
tion. Regressing the integrated WOE after the fourth cue against
the LI for 2–35 Hz activity throughout experimental trials (Eq. 7)
revealed significant effects in the alpha- and beta-bands, partic-
ularly toward the end of the trial (Fig. 3A). Performing the
same analysis separately for each cue period relative to the
integrated WOE after each cue presentation revealed alpha-
and beta-power correlates in all epochs, strengthening toward
the end of the trial and dissipating after a response was made (Fig.
3B). Fitting the model to individual electrode data verified that the
strongest correlations between the integrated WOE and the LI were
observed at the electrodes contributing to the LI (Fig. 3C,D). As
expected given that positive WOEs were associated with right-hand
responses, the positive correlations between the LI and WOE re-
flected that there was a negative correlation between left-hemisphere
oscillatory activity and the WOE and a positive correlation between
right-hemisphere oscillatory activity and the WOE. We note that
these correlations may reflect both desynchronisation contralateral
to the side at which a response is prepared, and ipsilateral synchro-
nization (Donner et al., 2009; van Wijk et al., 2009).

The results plotted in Figure 3 reveal the effect of the inte-
grated WOE on oscillatory signals. To examine how oscillatory
activity changes as each new piece of evidence is witnessed and
integrated with the prior WOE, a regression model was used to
identify the unique contributions of the prior WOE and the WOE
update provided by the most recently observed cue (Eq. 8). Both
aspects of the decision evidence make dissociable contributions
to the LI (Fig. 4). The prior evidence was reflected in both the
alpha- and beta-bands throughout the epoch. Correlates of the
most recently presented cue were only apparent 400 –500 ms after
the cue was presented, presumably reflecting the processing times
associated with the task. Both effects appeared more sustained for
8 –14 Hz than for 15–25 Hz activity, and had similar topographies
to the overall WOE.

To assess more stringently how oscillatory activity reflected
dynamic updating due to the update cue, we tested whether the
update cues phasically modulated oscillatory activity over and
above representation of the integrated (or posterior) evidence
(Eq. 9). A significant effect was found for the beta band, but not
for the alpha band (Fig. 5).

We further investigated whether the observed relationships
between oscillatory signals and decision evidence were simply the

consequence of some other factor that might have been corre-
lated with decision evidence. We first considered whether they
merely reflected the preparation of the categorical response made
at the end of each trial (Fig. 6A, top) (Eq. 10). Although both
frequency bands reflected the categorical response and displayed
ramping effects toward the end of the trial, they did so in addition
to being correlated with the WOE. A significant effect of the
integrated WOE was present even when the effect of the final
response on alpha- and beta-band activity was additionally mod-
eled at each stage of the trial (Fig. 6A) (8 to 14 Hz, F(1,23) � 22.79,
p � 10�3; 15–25 Hz, F(1,23) � 4.82, p � 0.038). For both fre-
quency bands we also observed a main effect of cue period (for
cues 1– 4) on regression coefficients (8 to 14 Hz, F(3,69) � 9.94,
p � 10�3; 15 to 25 Hz, F(3,69) � 20.47, p � 10�3). For both
frequency bands, post hoc tests revealed no significant response-
related effects at cue periods 1 and 2, even though significant
effects were observed at cue periods 3 (pairwise comparisons, p
values �0.05) and 4 (pairwise comparisons, p values �0.001).

Alternatively, we reasoned that our effects might not have
reflected preparation of the categorical responses participants
actually made at the end of trials but instead a closely related
variable, the preparation of the response favored by evidence
to date at each intermediate stage of the trial given the inte-
grated WOE. In other words, we tested whether beta-band
activity might reflect the intended response if we allowed that
the intended response direction might flip as each of the four
cues was presented and evidence in favor of one response or
the other fluctuated (Fig. 6 B, top). We tested this possibility
by considering an additional model incorporating a term that
reflected the sign of the integrated WOE at each cue period
(Eq. 11). We focused on trials on which participants made the
optimal response, suggesting that they correctly tracked the
WOE over the course of the trial. Results were similar to
the previous analysis, and a significant effect of the integrated
WOE was again found for both frequency bands (Fig. 6 B) (8 to
14 Hz, F(1,23) � 22.9, p � 10 �3; 15 to 25 Hz, F(1,23) � 6.12, p �
0.021). Similar to the effect of the response in the previous
model, a significant main effect of cue period was observed on
coefficients modeling the effect of the sign of the integrated
WOE (8 to 14 Hz, F(3,69) � 7.79, p � 10 �3; 15 to 25 Hz,
F(3,69) � 10.87, p � 10 �3). Post hoc tests revealed significant

Figure 5. Beta-band activity reflects decision updating. A, B, In addition to correlates of the integrated WOE, which includes the
prior and cue WOE, correlates of the cue update WOE were observed in the beta band around the time cues were processed (B).
Horizontal red/blue lines indicate significant effects.
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effects of the WOE sign on 8 –14 Hz power at cue periods 2, 3,
and 4 (all p values � 0.05). For 15–25 Hz power, post hoc tests
revealed a marginal effect at cue period 3 ( p � 0.07) and a
significant effect at cue period 4 ( p � 10 �3).

To ensure effects associated with general arousal, task diffi-
culty or surprise were not responsible for our observed link be-
tween evidence and the LI, we further extended our regression
model to include a parameter reflecting the absolute value of the
prior evidence (a parameter that indexes certainty/uncertainty
about which response to make) and a parameter reflecting the log
probability of observing the cue given the prior WOE (Eq. 12).
This latter term is identical (though opposite in sign) to the sur-
prise at observing the cue (Bestmann et al., 2008b). Inclusion of
these terms did not mediate the impact of the prior and cue
WOEs on the LI (Fig. 7A), though significant effects were found
in the average over electrodes contributing to the LI (Fig. 7B).
Positive effects of the certainty and surprise parameters were also
found at a range of individual electrode sites (Fig. 8).

Effects of TMS on behavior
We conducted a second experiment to examine the causal depen-
dence of decision making and oscillatory activity on the human
medial intraparietal cortex. We examined the effect of applying
five pulses of 10 Hz (i.e., lasting 400 ms) MRI-guided TMS to this
area starting 50 ms after onset of the second cue stimulus. Rela-
tively low intensity TMS was used, 	95% of distance-adjusted
resting motor threshold (Stokes et al., 2005, 2007), and it was
possible to collect analyzable EEG data. It should be noted that
any effects of TMS, while hopefully statistically significant, are
likely to be small in absolute terms. TMS induces slight and tran-
sient disruption to signal-to-noise ratios (Walsh and Pascual-
Leone, 2003; Silvanto et al., 2008), rather than real lesions. More
specifically it should be noted that TMS delivery in this experi-

ment started almost 3 s, and finished �2 s, before the response. As
such, the TMS manipulation in the current combined TMS-EEG
experiment is minimal compared to that used in many other
investigations where the TMS impact is designed to be concur-
rent with the entire experimental trial. Similarly the oscillatory
modulations were recorded over an extended period of 550 ms
that only began 350 ms after TMS delivery.

We characterized how individual participants’ choices varied
with the overall WOE by fitting logistic psychometric functions
to their choice data in each session and TMS condition (Eq. 15).
The slope and threshold parameters were fit independently in
each case. No significant effects on slope parameters were found
(p values for all F tests � 0.1). For the threshold parameter, a
significant interaction was found between TMS condition and
TMS site (F(1,11) � 5.41, p � 0.04) reflecting a shift in psychomet-
ric function threshold parameters to the right (Fig. 9A,B) and
implying a bias to left hand responses after ipsilateral left intra-
parietal TMS.

TMS-EEG effects
We first established that oscillatory activity still reflected updat-
ing and integration of WOE in the same manner as it had in
Experiment 1 (data not shown). We then examined whether TMS
exerted any effect on the average alpha- or beta-band power over
and above the effects due to performance of the decision-making
task. Such a model tests for a potential biasing impact of the TMS
on spectral power, and we used this approach because the
behavioral analysis had suggested that intraparietal TMS in-
duced a bias in behavior (threshold change) rather than a
change in the way information was integrated (no effect on
slope). We extended the regression model that we had previ-
ously fit to spectral data to include a term describing the av-
erage effects of TMS, and then fit this model separately to
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Figure 6. Lateralization of spectral activity was parametrically modulated by decision evidence. A, Effects of the WOE in each epoch after controlling for participants’ categorical responses. B,
Effects of the WOE in each epoch after controlling for the optimal response based on partial evidence in each epoch. The top panels show a schematic of the values for each regressor throughout an
example trial. Error bars indicate SEM.
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Figure 8. A, Significant effects of a surprise/Bayesian normalization term parameter were observed across a range of electrodes, and were strongest at frontal and parieto-occipital electrodes.
B, The absolute value of the prior WOE modulated oscillatory activity in the alpha and beta bands across a wide range of electrodes.

Figure 7. Bilateral effects of unsigned evidence and surprise. A, The �Prior WOE�, which indexes certainty, and the surprise associated with the most recently observed cue did not significantly
modulate spectral lateralization. B, In the average across ROI electrodes in both hemispheres, the prior WOE and cue update WOE had no significant effects, but significant effects of the �Prior WOE�
and surprise terms were found.
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spectral data from each TMS-EEG session. The model was fit
to data from 800 ms after onset of the second cue, the earliest
time at which time–frequency data were undistorted by TMS
pulses, until the beginning of the response period. The earliest
TMS artifact-free time reflects that the last TMS pulse was
delivered 450 ms after onset of the second cue, the TMS arti-
fact extended 	30 ms, and the half-width of our temporal
smoothing window was 300 ms.

ToidentifyTMS-inducedEEGchangesthat might be greater after
intraparietal TMS and that might be related to the behavioral
effects of intraparietal TMS, we tested whether TMS modulated
spectral activity between control and active TMS-EEG sessions,
and whether the effects of TMS on spectral power in individual

subjects predicted the effects of TMS on
their behavioral decision-making perfor-
mance. The behavioral data analyzed were
the intraparietal versus V5 changes in
threshold (Fig. 9A). The neural data ana-
lyzed were the subtraction between esti-
mated regression coefficients describing
the effects of TMS on alpha- and beta-
band activity for intraparietal versus V5
TMS over the time window starting 800
ms after the second cue presentation and
ending at the time the third cue was pre-
sented. We focused on the same elec-
trodes, C3, C4, CP3, and CP4, that had
been the focus of Experiment 1: the left-
hemisphere ROI, the right-hemisphere
ROI, and the difference between them
(i.e., the LI). For both the alpha and beta
bands, repeated-measures ANOVAs on
the neural data with factors of ROI (left
hemisphere, right hemisphere) and site
(control, active) did not reveal any main
effects of interactions (all F values �0.9;
all p values �0.35). Correlations compar-
ing the behavioral and neural data were
performed separately for the left-hemi-
sphere ROI, the right-hemisphere ROI,
and the LI. We were primarily interested
in investigating whether we could observe a
correlate of the psychometric function
threshold shift resulting from intrapari-
etal stimulation. Supporting this idea
were significant correlations between be-
havioral and beta-band changes for both
hemispheres (left-hemisphere ROI, r �
0.62, p � 0.03; right-hemisphere ROI, r �
0.60, p � 0.04) (Fig. 9C), although no
significant correlation was found for the
LI itself (r � 0.01, p � 0.97). No signifi-
cant effects were found for the alpha fre-
quency band (left-hemisphere ROI, r �
�0.13, p � 0.68; right-hemisphere ROI,
r � �0.18, p � 0.58; LI, r � 0.04, p �
0.89). In summary, intraparietal TMS-
induced changes in beta-band activity at
sensorimotor electrodes correlated with
changes in the threshold of logistic psy-
chometric functions describing partici-
pants’ choice behavior.

Finally, we characterized how partici-
pants’ responses varied with the phase of the beta-band oscilla-
tion after TMS. We reasoned that if beta-band changes reflect
interareal interactions, then behavioral changes due to TMS may
have been more likely when TMS caused a reset in the phase of the
ongoing beta-band oscillation (Leventhal et al., 2012). Following
MIP TMS, there was a significant relationship between beta phase
and participants’ responses for the left hemisphere ROI (Fig. 10)
(Rayleigh test, p � 0.01). This coupling was significantly different
for MIP TMS trials compared with MIP no-TMS trials (Rayleigh
test, p � 0.05), and the TMS-induced coupling difference com-
paring MIP with V5 TMS was marginally significant (Rayleigh
test, p � 0.056). No significant effects were found for the right-
hemisphere ROI.

Figure 9. Effects of TMS on decision behavior and beta-band activity. A, Top, Participants’ responses as a function of the WOE on
TMS (red) and no-TMS (black) trials from MIP and V5 stimulation sessions. Bottom, TMS-induced change in psychometric function
thresholds for each stimulation site. B, MNI locations for MIP (green) and V5 (red) stimulation sites for individual subjects. C, Top,
This correlation was topographically specific to motor cortex electrodes. Bottom, Correlation between TMS-induced behavioral
threshold changes and beta-band modulation at left- (blue) and right-hemisphere (red) sensorimotor cortex electrodes.
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Discussion
In this study, human participants integrated
sequentially presented pieces of evidence to-
ward a decision about which of two poten-
tial actions should be performed. Responses
were sensitive to observed evidence, allow-
ing investigation of how oscillatory activity
varied with decision evidence. Through
EEG analysis, and by applying TMS to left
medial intraparietal cortex, we established
five key findings: (1) sensorimotor alpha-
and beta-band activity varied parametrically
with evidence for left- versus right-handed
responses, (2) the most recently observed
evidence affected oscillatory lateralization in
a manner that could be dissociated from
representation of the prior and overall de-
cision evidence, (3) decision certainty and
surprise at the most recent cue correlated
positively with bilateral oscillatory activ-
ity, (4) medial intraparietal TMS during
decision making biased decisions toward
ipsilateral responses, and (5) the behav-
ioral impact of TMS was associated with
bilateral increases in sensorimotor beta-
band activity.

Oscillatory correlates of decision
variables and decision updating
As participants observed a sequence of
cues providing partial evidence about the
appropriate motor response, a portion of
variance in alpha- and beta-band lateral-
ization reflected the integrated weight of
evidence provided by cues. This finding
complements results demonstrating that beta- and gamma-band
lateralization in M1 can predict behavioral choices toward the
end of a decision period (Donner et al., 2009). The precise nature
of the decision variable encoded by sensorimotor alpha- and
beta-band modulation remains to be determined, and indeed
computational accounts of decision making differ in the quanti-
ties they emphasize such as log probability in favor of a decision
outcome (Bogacz and Gurney, 2007; Bogacz, 2009), log posterior
odds (Wang, 2002; Soltani and Wang, 2010), or logLRs (Yang
and Shadlen, 2007). While these quantities are closely correlated
and difficult to disambiguate in our experimental design, we note
that several potentially confounding alternative variables can be
ruled out here. Previous decision-making studies have reported
that parietal and frontal activity scales with overall decision un-
certainty (Volz et al., 2004; Huettel et al., 2005; Donner et al.,
2007; de Lange et al., 2010), perceptual difficulty or attentional
load (Heekeren et al., 2004; Tosoni et al., 2008), and surprise
(Bestmann et al., 2008a; Mars et al., 2008). Nevertheless, inclu-
sion of two additional model parameters, the absolute value of
the prior evidence (indexing uncertainty) and log probability of
observing the cue given the prior WOE (indexing surprise at
observing the cue), did not significantly modulate alpha- or beta-
band lateralization or diminish the significance of the WOE
terms on oscillatory lateralization. In addition, parametric WOE
changes remained significant in explaining alpha- and beta-band
activity even after controlling for categorical response prepara-
tion effects.

At the time each cue was presented, alpha- and beta-band
lateralization was related to the prior WOE—the integrated
logLR associated with previous cues. After 	500 ms, oscillatory
lateralization in both frequency bands was modulated by the up-
date WOE furnished by the logLR of the most recently observed
cue. These relationships suggest that oscillatory lateralization re-
flects maintenance of a decision variable and dynamically recon-
figures to reflect the integrated evidence as new shapes are
observed. Intriguingly, beta-band lateralization transiently re-
flected the update WOE over and above the integrated WOE
term, which included both the prior and update WOE. In other
words, significant portions of sensorimotor beta-band modula-
tion and its lateralization reflected information about cues that
guided action planning rather than the action itself (Hatsopoulos
and Suminski, 2011; Leventhal et al., 2012).

Several bilateral oscillatory modulations occurred simultane-
ously in relation to different decision variables. For example, while
lateralization of alpha- and beta-band activity increased as the time
for responding neared, bilateral oscillatory activity was greatest when
certainty about the appropriate response was high. Increased beta-
band activity was reported previously with greater response accuracy
in a visual motion detection task while lateralization of beta-band
activity reflected the integrated visual motion signal that might have
served as the response evidence (Donner et al., 2009, 2007). The
effect of certainty on increased beta-band activity may also reflect
reduced responsiveness, by the motor circuit, to new evidence bear-
ing on the decision (de Lange et al., 2010).

Figure 10. Relationship between beta-band phase and TMS-induced response biases. At the left-hemisphere sensorimotor
ROI, beta phase predicted participants’ responses on TMS trials following MIP stimulation. Plots are histograms of the preferred
phase angle in each condition. The red lines shows the mean direction.
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Optimal updating of a decision variable in light of new
evidence can be described in Bayesian terms as a function of
(1) the weight of the prior evidence, (2) the weight of the new
piece of evidence, and (3) a divisive normalization term. As
discussed above, alpha- and beta-band lateralization were sen-
sitive to the first two of these terms. We note that bilateral
oscillatory activity was also modulated by a surprise-related
parameter, which is equal to the logarithm of the third term
used for normalization during Bayesian updating. It is also a
component in models describing how Bayesian decision up-
dating occurs via cortico-basal ganglia loops. These models
predict that prior decision variable log probabilities are com-
bined with new decision information in cortical integrators,
then normalized by such a term via diffuse projections from
the subthalamic nucleus and globus pallidus that lead back to
the cortex (Frank, 2006; Bogacz and Gurney, 2007). The same
cortico-basal ganglia circuits can also generate strong beta-
band activity (Nevado Holgado et al., 2010). Our data suggest
that all three of these quantities are represented in the human
brain in a sequential order that is consistent with the model
proposed by Bogacz and Gurney (2007), raising the possibility
that the oscillatory signals we report provide a direct window
into the neural computations underlying decision making.

Effects of intraparietal TMS on decision making
While decision making reflects the integrity of distributed circuits
with subcortical components such as pallidum and subthalamic nu-
cleus (Frank, 2006; Bogacz and Gurney, 2007), the present study also
demonstrates its dependence on the intraparietal sulcus. TMS over a
medial intraparietal region resembling macaque MIP (Mars et al.,
2011) biased subjects toward ipsilateral responses, even though tim-
ing of TMS was not optimal for inducing behavioral change. Such an
ipsilateral bias is expected if parietal areas are primarily concerned
with integration of evidence toward contralateral hand responses
when the two hands are competing to be chosen (Oliveira et al.,
2010). TMS causes destructive interference as opposed to the con-
structive interference induced by microstimulation targeted to neu-
rons with particular response fields. Nevertheless, TMS and
microstimulation effects can often be related; intraparietal micro-
stimulation (Hanks et al., 2006), just like TMS here, induced re-
sponse bias, as opposed to changes in evidence accumulation quality
that would have been indexed by changes in the slope of a fitted
psychometric function.

Correlated effects of TMS on beta-band activity and behavior
Not only the decision, but also beta-band activity, was causally de-
pendent on the intraparietal sulcus; individual variability in decision
threshold biases was correlated with individual differences in bilat-
eral sensorimotor beta-band effects seen after intraparietal, as op-
posed to control, TMS. Although intraparietal TMS-induced beta-
band changes were most prominent over the same sensorimotor
areas as identified previously in this study, their precise nature merits
further investigation. Among other possibilities, the beta-band
changes may have reflected reduced responsiveness to further evi-
dence (de Lange et al., 2010) or reduced response preparation. The
correlated changes in decision and beta activity underscore the inti-
macy of the relationship between this aspect of the EEG and decision
making. Several considerations suggest that they cannot be dis-
missed as consequences of volume conduction: (1) the differential
nature of the effect induced by intraparietal versus control TMS, (2)
that no similar effects were seen in other frequency bands, and (3)
the distribution of the effect over sensorimotor areas. Furthermore,
the phase of post-TMS beta-band activity was predictive of partici-

pants’ responses following intraparietal TMS. Given that salient cues
can cause resetting in the phase of beta-band activity (Leventhal et
al., 2012), TMS may have had a greater impact on behavior on trials
where it caused a reset in the phase of the ongoing beta-band
oscillation.

While parietal TMS directly affects a limited region of cortex
(Walsh and Cowey, 2000; Walsh and Pascual-Leone, 2003), it may
impact on other functionally coupled areas (O’Shea et al., 2007; Best-
mann et al., 2008b). It may make sense that TMS effects are corre-
lated with beta-band increases if the beta-band changes themselves
reflect long-range interactions (Engel and Fries, 2010; Wang, 2010).
Beta-band modulations have been reported between parietal and
premotor cortex during visually guided response selection (Pesaran
et al., 2008; Dean et al., 2012), and between superior parietal cortex
and primary motor cortex (Witham et al., 2007). The potential for
beta-band activity to mediate interareal coupling has been empha-
sized, perhaps because oscillations in this frequency, as opposed to
gamma, may be more robust during long-range coupling because of
their resistance to synaptic delays (Kopell et al., 2000).

The results suggest one way in which insights about beta-band
roles in long-range interactions and in motor control may be com-
bined. They suggest that beta-band modulations do not simply re-
flect motor preparation, but continuously reflect the sensorimotor
cortex’s receipt of signals tracking probabilistic quantities that
should govern optimal response selection and updating of decision
variables as new information is revealed. Similarly, correlated behav-
ioral changes and increases in beta-band activity may occur when
effects of cortical disruption propagate throughout the brain.
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